Assessment/Placement Survey
LACCD, Student Success, and AtD Summit on
Assessment/Placement

One entry per campus.
Date
11/13/2014

Name of Campus:

Los Angeles Harbor College

1. Please provide a short (1-3) paragraph description of your traditional assessment/
placement process:

The campus offered Compass a computerized instrument for both math and English placement
until fall 2014. It was at the request of the math faculty, that we transitioned to a new math
placement instrument, MDTP. The rationale for the change was driven by faculty request for a
linear, diagnostic and more reliable instrument. The MDTP consists of four different tests: one
covering pre-algebra, a second covering elementary algebra, a third covering intermediate
algebra, and finally a fourth covering pre-calculus. Students, who take one test and do not
perform well, can drop down to a lower level, and/or, conversely, take a higher level test. The
2. How many students go through the assessment/placement process each year?
instrument provides a much more accurate indication of the student's proficiency level and
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instrument aligns with the campus math curriculum and sequence. We are in the process of
3. Please provide a short description (1-3 paragraphs) of any additional support or
evaluating the impact of this change to ensure there is not a disproportionate impact to any one
supplemental programs that you provide for students (e.g. assessment preparation,
group of students through our IE office.
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through the SARS Scheduling System affords us data collection/tracking and we accept
"walk-ins" up to capacity, which typically means no one is turned away. Orientation, assessment
and counseling/abbreviated SEP are done in a one-stop shop model, thereby, ensuring that
contacts/components are both captured/coded and student is ready to register.

4.How many students are involved in these programs?

1. Evaluation of new math placement instrument; approximately 1000 students in multiple class
sections were given the test with evaluation pending final grade results.
2. Math readiness/preparedness offerings will accommodate up to 200 students per workshop.
3. Grammar Slam used a small cohort model serving 20-30 at a time.
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Staffing is a challenge for a small campus like Harbor without flexibility to use SFP positions when consider

6. Who is the program coordinator or contact?

Mercy Yanez, Dean of Student Services
7. What are the program's measurable goals?

8. Is there professional development to support this program?
One-day workshops
1/2 day workshops
✔ Ongoing meetings
✔ Opening day/convocation

Online materials/support/training
✔ Other

9. How are you evaluating the program? Select all that
apply.
✔ Participation/Enrollment numbers
✔ Changes in student perception/attitudes
✔ Student behaviors (i.e. sees a counselor, enrolls in

sequential math/English course, etc.)
Other

10. What are the current barriers/challenges?
Lack of administrative support
Faculty engagement
Student participation
Campus collaboration
Financial support
Alignment with college objectives
Lack of space (office and/or classrooms
Scheduling conflicts
Lack of paid leadership/coordination
✔ Other

Access to computer lab space.

11. What are the program's greatest successes?
We have many successes, but the one that has the greatest impact, is our ability to collaborate across the

12. Is the program aligned with other campus/district plans? Please select all that apply.
✔ Basic Skills Initiative (BSI)
✔ SSSP

✔ Student Success (other)
✔ Strategic Plan

Student Services Master Plan
Technology Plan
Educational Master Plan
District Strategic Plan
✔ Other

Accreditation report, program review and unit plan documents

13. What is the program's funding source? Please select all that apply.
✔ SSSP

BSI
Program 100
CTEA
Title 5
Title 3
Other
14. What is the annual cost of the program?

15. What do you see as the major hurdles that need to be overcome to make this program
more successful?
Staffing flexibility (SFP)

Thank you

